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Greetings!

First, for the fast-action takers who are sitting there waiting and opened this right at noon,
here’s the link:

http://smartcallingonline.com/comingfriday/

Again, the first 20 in will get a personalized, signed copy of Smart Calling (the book).

 

(Unless you don’t want it personalized since that makes it tougher to resell on ebay… ha!) 
 

Ok, the details…

 

The doors are now open to my vault of just about everything I know about prospecting and
sales—and a lot of what I’ve forgotten.

 

You can get immediate access to Smart Calling Online, which in a nutshell I describe as
thousands of what-to-say sales tips, presented to you in text, audio, and video, all
searchable in one online library.

 

It’s what I use when I’m preparing for training, or looking for a sales answer.

 

Seriously. I can look really smart after doing a search and pulling out several—or 20—
responses to a specific objection, for example.

https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/57852/b2d54d3266b9bb74/67067534/52ac11e95df93456
https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/57846/12980ea95f7e404e/67067534/52ac11e95df93456
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I explain it all in this video for you.

Let’s face it, your success—or lack thereof
—is a direct result of the words you use.

Or don’t use because you don’t know what
to say.

(Ever have that “sales brain freeze”
moment on a call. I have. Not fun.)

https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/57848/750447ac0be94321/67067534/52ac11e95df93456
https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/57840/f6fb3529eb55045c/67067534/52ac11e95df93456
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Smart Calling Online solves that for you.

 

We used to sell this as a subscription for $997 a year, but stopped two years ago. We’ve
rebuilt it, added to it, and during this special Grand Opening, we’re offering it for less than
half that.

 

For lifetime access.

 

And it gets you into my brand spankin new private, exclusive Smart Calling Facebook
community, opening up next month.

 

Very simply, if you think you could improve what you say on any part of your call, or just
want new ideas on how to handle any part of your call, or if you’re scared to death to call
and want to know what to say, you’ll find it here.

 

Guaranteed.

 

Enough of me here… go to this page.

 

Click the video. See the listing of ALL of the amazing content you’ll get. Watch the other
video where we “peek under the hood.”

 

Then get in.

 

I’ve got another special Welcome video there when you do.

 

See you on the inside, 

https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/57850/d59a3b1d3ec14949/67067534/52ac11e95df93456
https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/57826/d8e33cfdc9e72e93/67067534/52ac11e95df93456
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PS. Again, the first 20 in will get a free signed, personalized-to-you copy of my Smart
Calling book. (US addresses) See what we're so excited about. 

Unsubscribe

14005 East Cholla Drive 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85259 

United States 
(480) 699-0958
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